
THE BEST SOFTWARE-DEFINED 
STORAGE FOR: 

WEB HOSTINGPRIVATE CLOUDPUBLIC CLOUD SOLUTION
PROVIDERS

THE FASTEST AND MOST EFFICIENT  

StorPool is a block-storage sostware that uses 
standard hardware and builds storage system 
out of this hardware (sostware-defined distrib-
uted storage). StorPool is installed on the 
servers and creates a shared storage pool 
from the local drives in these servers. Com-
pared to traditional SANs, all-flash arrays, or 
other storage sostware StorPool is faster, 
more reliable and scalable.

WHAT IS STORPOOL? 
StorPool is designed form the ground up to 
provide cloud builders with the fastest and 
most resource efficient storage sostware on 
the market. It is tailored for companies which 
build public or private clouds. It provides you 
with a fast and reliable shared storage 
for your Cloud and can reduce total costs 
by up to 10 times!

DISTRIBUTED BLOCK STORAGE!

YOUR ADVANTAGES
With StorPool storage you 

get cost-efficient 

all flash performance!

Our systems starts from  

500 000 IOPS and 0.2 ms

of latency!

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM
RELIABILITY

INCREASED
PROFIT

LOWER TOTAL
COST 

SCALABILITY

WHY ARE WE BETTER?



Runs on standard
servers/ commodity
hardware - hard disks,
SSDs and network.

А well configured StorPool 
server does 200,000 IOPS
and scales out: 10 servers
will hit 2 mln IOPS!

2 to 6 times measured
gains from space-saving
features.

Blazing fast:
0.2-0.3 ms latency

Ultimate flexibility:
converged, not converged
and anything in between

Integrated with almost any Cloud
Management Systems in the industry -
OnApp, CloudStack, OpenStack, plus
several more. Custom systems through an API

All-flash performance at
near-HDD prices.
The estimated total cost
per delivered SSD VM is $5 

Scale-out storage.
Grows by adding drives
or servers while running.

StorPool is intelligent
sostware installed on
your servers/hypervisors

HOW IT WORKS?

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

THE VALUE 
FOR YOU

THE VALUE FOR 
YOUR CUSTOMERS

- faster clouds and applications
- high reliability and uptime
- pay-as-you-grow model
- no vendor lock-in
- amazing business agility
- higher profit and margins

- faster end-user applications
- 100% uptime
- increased customer satisfaction

info@storpool.com
www.storpool.com

+ 44 207 097 8536
+1 415 670 9320


